Transit Performance Evaluation
Peer Regional Agency Analysis
Purpose & Methodology
This is a pivotal time for regional transportation in Tampa Bay. Decisions regarding transportation capital
investment, operations, and governance will be made over the next several years to support the region’s
ambitious goals relating to economic competitiveness. To better leverage all available resources in the
most efficient and effective manner, TBARTA commissioned an analysis of peer regional agencies. This
analysis will allow TBARTA to better understand how these peer regional agencies have successfully
defined and structured agency roles in transit policy development, planning, operations, and funding as
well as the most effective means for collaboration with local agencies. Key findings from this analysis will
be used to formulate organizational, policy, and operational recommendations for TBARTA as part of
Envision 2030.

Methodology
Approximately 20 peer regional transportation organizations were identified across the U.S. based on a
qualitative screening in 6 focus areas:
•

Regional Coordination, as exemplified by integrated planning processes, common technology,
and unified branding

•

Policy and Governance, including clear roles and impartial processes

•

Funding sources that are sustainable and diverse and provide the potential ability to
independently pursue funding (such as bonding authority)

•

System Planning, including regional standards, service equity, public engagement, and priority
setting

•

Operations such as integrated systems and customer perception of a seamless experience

•

Florida Context, consistent with a desire for at least one peer organization to be located in the
state and to demonstrate successful approaches to state rules and regulations that govern
another regional entity in Florida

Based on a qualitative process and a review of TBARTA’s 2018–2019 Agency Action Plan, the universe of
regional peer entities was narrowed to six organizations, each of which has experienced success in areas
in line with TBARTA’s guiding principles and the six focus areas listed above:
•

Atlanta Regional Transit Link Authority (ATL) – Atlanta, GA, greater metropolitan region

•

Metropolitan Council – St. Paul and Minneapolis, MN, greater metropolitan region

•

Central Puget Sound Regional Transit Authority – Seattle, WA, greater metropolitan region

•

San Diego Association of Governments (SANDAG) – San Diego, CA, greater metropolitan region
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•

Regional Public Transportation Authority (RPTA)/Valley Metro – Phoenix, AZ, greater
metropolitan region

•

South Florida Regional Transportation Authority (SFRTA) – Tri‐county region including Palm
Beach, Broward, and Miami‐Dade counties

More information about the peer selection methodology is included in Appendix A.

Peer Regional Agency Analysis
Following is an introduction to these six organizations (five transit authorities and one Metropolitan
Planning Organization [MPO]) and a two‐page profile for their regional operating context and approach
to the focus areas. Each organization is in a region characterized by diverse population, multiple local
government entities, and significant growth pressure. Although organizational structures and
responsibilities vary, each has made a significant effort to approach planning and funding as a region. A
comparative profile for TBARTA is provided following the peer regional agency profiles.
Data sources used in the peer regional agency analysis include:
•

US Census Bureau’s American Community Survey (ACS) 2013–2017 5‐Year Estimates for mode
share percentages, median income, age 65+, minority, employment, poverty percentage, mean
travel time, population growth percentages, and commuting characteristics
(https://factfinder.census.gov/)

•

US Census Bureau for Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA) size (square miles) and population
density (https://censusreporter.org/profiles)

•

Data USA for employment and employment density (https://datausa.io/)

•

Housing and Transportation (H+T®) Affordability Index for H + T costs
(https://htaindex.cnt.org/map/)

•

INRIX Road Rules for congestion rank, pulled for the largest city in each MSA (http://inrix.com/)

•

Federal Transit Administration (FTA) National Transit Database (NTD) for modes of transit
available (https://www.transit.dot.gov/ntd/transit‐agency‐profiles)

•

Individual agency websites for additional information and statistics

Atlanta Regional Transit Link Authority (ATL)
The ATL was created by State legislation in 2018 in response to a desire to plan more effectively for the
region’s future transportation needs. Like the Georgia Regional Transportation Authority (GRTA), the
ATL covers a 13‐county area in the Atlanta region and comprises a 16‐member board of metro Atlanta
elected and appointed officials. The ATL is charged with overseeing the development of both 6‐year and
20‐year regional transit plans and coordinating existing and future transit service in the region. It creates
new funding options for transit and, through committees, executive and operator working groups, and a
project evaluation and prioritization process, the ATL will soon coordinate and oversee planning for the
five existing transit agencies. By 2023, all five transit agencies will be unified under the ATL brand.
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Regional Public Transportation Authority (RPTA)/Valley Metro
Since 1993, Valley Metro has been the identity of the regional transit system in Phoenix and Maricopa
County, Arizona. In addition to bus and rail operations, it is responsible for transit system planning,
transit planning studies, service planning, fleet planning, grant applications, GIS administration,
preparation of programming documents such as the Short‐Range Transit Program, and transit surveys
and research. The Maricopa Association of Governments (MAG) is responsible for the long‐range transit
planning efforts in the region. Valley Metro, the City of Phoenix (which operates its own bus service),
and MAG coordinate through the MAG Transit Committee to program FTA funds. This process is guided
by the policies approved by the MAG Regional Council.
Metropolitan Council
Established 50 years ago, the Metropolitan Council is the Minneapolis–St. Paul region’s federally‐
designated MPO and primary transit operator (via Metro Transit). It oversees many facets of regional
planning including, but not limited to, housing, parks, planning, and transportation planning. Its service
area includes 7 counties and 90 cities and covers more than 900 square miles. The 17‐member
Metropolitan Council Board is appointed by the Governor and the Transportation Advisory Board (TAB),
which provides oversight of federal transportation expenditures and consists of 34 members, including
County/City elected officials, citizens, transportation providers, and state and regional agencies reps.
Central Puget Sound Regional Transit Authority (Sound Transit)
Sound Transit serves King, Pierce, and Snohomish counties, generally covering the greater metropolitan
region of Seattle, Washington. It is independent of other local transit agencies operating in the three
counties and focuses on regional commuter rail, light rail, and express bus connections as well as
regional branding and fare collection.
San Diego Association of Governments (SANDAG)
SANDAG is the federally‐designated MPO for the region. It does not provide transit service, but rather
serves as the forum for regional decision‐making and provides funding administration and planning for
public transit in the San Diego region and shares these responsibilities with Caltrans, Metropolitan
Transit System (MTS), North County Transit District (NCTD), and other transit operators. Its TransNet
program oversees the use of sales tax dollars dedicated to transit, and the comprehensive
KeepSanDiegoMoving.com website provides a relatively higher level of accountability and public access
to information regarding transit projects and use of public funds.
South Florida Regional Transportation Authority (SFRTA)
SFRTA operates Tri‐Rail commuter rail service in Palm Beach, Broward, and Miami‐Dade counties and
contracts with a private operator to provide shuttle services to certain Tri‐Rail stations. Palm Tran,
Broward County Transit, and Miami‐Dade Transit all connect with Tri‐Rail at rail stations within their
service areas. SFRTA prepares a 10‐year Transit Development Plan and coordinates with the Palm Tran,
Broward County Transit, and Miami‐Dade Transit and the Palm Beach, Broward, and Miami‐Dade MPOs.
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Analysis and Applicability to TBARTA
A peer analysis can result in extraordinary insights into best practices, unexpected pitfalls, and emerging
innovation. This peer analysis was no exception. The following section draws a link between these peer
regions and Tampa Bay and concludes with key questions TBARTA leadership must answer, as well as
recommended actions TBARTA should consider in the near term to ensure its relevancy and efficacy in
the decade to come.
Guiding Principles Set the Direction
A review of peer agencies provides TBARTA with details on the range of organizational structures,
policies, processes, and responsibilities that can characterize a regional transportation entity. To further
understand the applicability of these characteristics to TBARTA, they have been cross‐referenced with
TBARTA’s Guiding Principles adopted January 26, 2018 (see Figure 3‐1). Interestingly, nearly all TBARTA’s
principles explicitly or implicitly state a desire for a unified, regional approach to transit supported by
engaged local jurisdictions. In other words, everyone is important, and although local interests and
priorities may vary, they should be acknowledged, respected, and pursued while supporting the larger,
common interests of the regional system.
Better Together
The peer regional agencies also recognize benefits in partnership. Individual transit systems in the
Tampa Bay region have performed adequately and generally consistently with national trends over time.
Therefore, why add another agency to the mix? Each peer organization acknowledged a deep sensitivity
to the dynamic between smaller local governments and/or operating agencies and the bigger agencies.
They all further shared that the challenge over the equitable distribution of benefits was ongoing, the
balance was delicate, and none had found a “silver bullet” to alleviate the anxieties.
However, peers recognize two significant primary benefits to a regional approach to transportation
planning and funding. The first benefit is the ability to leverage resources, which can result in a variety of
positive outcomes, including reducing administrative costs, increasing availability of matching funds for
competitive grants, and increasing available service to local residents and businesses. The fact is that
workers and students in many suburban and rural communities seek employment and education in
other parts of the region. Service that crosses jurisdictional boundaries is vital to individual and family
economic prosperity. This is a critical consideration, as decisions are sometimes made as if boundary
lines on a map actually exist, creating barriers to regionalism.
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Figure 3‐1: TBARTA Purpose, Vision, Goals, and Guiding Principles
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The second benefit relates to regional prosperity and economic competitiveness. Whereas competition
remains at the local level, it is more recognized that an individual community’s prosperity is increasingly
influenced by the region’s position in the national (and even global) marketplace. For example, in its
2008 report, Building a Foundation to Achieve Global Competitiveness: San Diego Regional Economic
Prosperity Strategy, SANDAG cites standard of living as a key competitive factor in attracting and
retaining economic investment in the region. Very long commutes and lagging investment in
transportation infrastructure were lowering the region’s overall quality of life (standard of living) and
therefore having a broader negative economic effect. Over the last decade, this and other factors has
led to a more regional approach to transportation investment and funding. Tampa Bay must balance
local autonomy with effective regional decision‐making to promote its attractiveness compared to
regions such as Atlanta, Austin, Charlotte, Phoenix, and Portland, among others.
Table 3‐1 highlights how three of the peer regional agencies have employed independent panels and
committees to facilitate communication, work though complex issues, and improve accountability, and
Figure 3‐2 takes a deeper dive into RPTA’s Transit Life Cycle Program and its funding distribution and
jurisdictional equity. A copy of the Regional Transit Planning, Programming, and Fund Allocation
Agreement between RPTA and its partners is provided in Appendix C.
Table 3‐1: Examples of Independent Committees
Citizen Oversight Panel (COP) Sound
Transit, Seattle, WA
Independently monitors Sound
Transit and its commitment to build
and operate the region's high‐
capacity transit system and reviews
adherence to its public
commitments, including:
• Open and timely involvement of
citizens
• The process of evaluating
project alternatives
• Capital and operating budgets
and finance plans
• Equity in subarea budgets and
reporting
• Schedule and budget adherance
• Review of annual performance
audits
15 volunteer members representing
geographic subareas

Budget/Finance Subcommittee &
Fare Policy and Financial Working
Group RPTA, Phoenix, AZ

TransNet Independent Taxpayer
Oversight Committee
SANDAG, San Diego, CA

• Provides regular financial

• Enhances accountability by

reporting and integration with
Member City staff and budget
processes.
• Cash reserves maintained to
weather interruptions in
regular revenue streams or
unpredictable increases in
cash outlays.
• Strong relationships
developed with bond rating
agencies; careful vigilance
over financial control systems
will provide optimum
opportunities for financing
future projects.

ensuring that all voter
mandates are carried out,
provides input and
suggestions to improve
performance, reduce risk, and
advance strategic projects.
• Facilitates public input.

Currently 18 ad‐hoc members
made up of agency staff
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Figure 3‐2: How RPTA Maintains Jurisdictional Equity
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General Conclusions
As urban centers throughout the U.S. continue to grow and the population becomes increasingly mobile
and demanding of transportation alternatives that meet varying needs and circumstances, metropolitan
areas are taking a more regional approach to transit. A common driving factor behind this shift is the
growing recognition that transportation modal options and ease of mobility have a meaningful impact
on economic competitiveness. Several key takeaways drawn from this peer analysis are applicable to
TBARTA:
•

Regional transit agencies typically play an important role in four key areas:
1.
2.
3.
4.

•

Planning
Funding
Operations
Image

Agency roles can (and should) vary, but must be precisely defined. This reduces confusion and
inadvertent territorial encroachment. All peers coordinate with a variety of partners at local and
state levels. Organizations vary widely regarding transit operating responsibility. For example,
some do not operate any services, instead coordinating planning activities with local providers,
while others are direct operators of solely regional services such as express bus. TBARTA must
clearly define its role in the key areas listed above by answering the following questions:
1. What is TBARTA’s role in transit planning?
a. Is TBARTA directly responsible for implementation of regional transit plans or simply
their development and providing input to accountable operating agencies?
b. What is TBARTA’s role in the following areas:
i. Capital planning, including facilities and large transit projects
ii. Local operations, including local service (bus) planning and staffing
iii. Regional operations, including cross‐jurisdictional service (bus, express bus,
bus rapid transit, light rail, commuter rail, commuter services, etc.) planning
and staffing
iv. Vision planning
c. What is the relationship between TBARTA’s Regional Transit Development Plan
(RTDP) and the Transit Development Plans (TDPs) of the local operating agencies?
d. Are there service standards or guidelines with which TBARTA should comply? Are
there service standards that TBARTA should seek to develop and apply regionally?
e. Does the agency have adequate staff or should these responsibilities be contracted
through other agencies and/or private businesses?
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2. What will TBARTA’s responsibilities be related to the receipt and distribution of federal,
state, and local transit funds?
a. Will TBARTA act as a designated recipient of Federal and State transit funds?
b. Should TBARTA raise its own funds through bonding authority, a tax, or other
means?
c. How will TBARTA distribute and monitor use of funds?
3. Will TBARTA provide/operate transit service?
a. Will TBARTA operate existing or future regional service (i.e., service that crosses
jurisdictional boundaries)?
b. Will TBARTA operate future premium transit in the region, such as bus rapid transit,
light rail, or commuter rail?
c. If TBARTA will operate transit service, will it employ administrative, operations, and
maintenance staff directly, or will those services be contracted?
4. Is TBARTA responsible for implementing features to support the customer’s perception of a
unified regional system?
a. Will TBARTA create a regional unified brand identity for transit in Tampa Bay?
b. Will TBARTA facilitate (lead) the development and implementation of regional
unified fare structure and/or a common fare media/app platform (i.e., Flamingo
Fares)?
•

Responsibility and authority must go together. Leadership starts with planning, and plan
implementation is dependent upon funding. Successful peer regional agencies have identified a
single organization to be responsible for the development of a regional transit plan and have
given that organization authority to oversee state and federal funds for the execution of that
plan.

•

Dedicated and diversified funds ensure greater stability. Most peers complement state and
federal funds with stable, committed, long‐term local funding through sales tax dollars (often
generated independently from multiple local cities and counties), vehicle excise or registration
taxes, and other means.

•

Citizen committees involved with projects and/or funding oversight build trust and help increase
perceived accountability.

•

Unified branding, fare policy, transfer policy, and trip planning capability are essential to the
public’s perception of a seamless system worthy of use and investment.

Initial Recommended Actions
1. Specifically define TBARTA’s roles and responsibilities as they relate to the four areas described
above: Planning, Funding, Operations, and Image.
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2. Continue to strengthen TBARTA’s working relationships with the local operating agencies at all
levels of the organization. Including staff and leadership in organizational development and
policy discussions, as well as the decision‐making process will result in higher levels of trust,
both internally and externally.
3. Codify roles and responsibilities through interlocal agreement or other method that includes
board adoption for all participants.
4. Create a direct link to the regional community (for example, through one or more advisory
panels) to facilitate communication, engagement and accountability.
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Tampa Bay Region Trend Analysis
To assess how efficiently the region’s five transit agencies supply fixed‐route service and how effectively
they meet the needs of the area, a trend analysis of critical performance indicators and measures was
conducted for FY 2014–2018. Data from the Florida Transit Information System (FTIS) were used for
FY 2014–2017, which includes validated NTD data; data submitted directly to NTD from each agency but
not yet available publicly were used for FY 2018. The trend analysis looks at the performance of each of
the transit agencies, Florida (for FYs 2014–2017; FY 2018 statewide data are not yet available), and the
Tampa Bay region (as an aggregate of the individual agency data, where appropriate). Table 3‐1 lists the
indicators and measures included in the trend analysis for the following categories:
•

General Performance Indicators – Quantity of service supply, passenger and fare revenue
generation, and resource input.

•

Effectiveness Measures – Extent to which service is effectively provided.

•

Efficiency Measures – Extent to which cost‐efficiency is achieved.
Table 3‐2: Trend Analysis Performance Indicators and Measures

General Performance Measures

Effectiveness Measures

Efficiency Measures

Passenger (Pass) Trips
Passenger Miles
Vehicle Miles
Revenue (Rev) Miles
Vehicle Hours
Route Miles
Total Operating Expense
Total Employee (Empl) FTEs
Vehicles Available for Max Service

Vehicle Miles per Capita
Pass Trips per Capita
Pass Trips per Revenue Mile
Pass Trips per Vehicle Hour
Revenue Miles Between Failures

Operating Expense per Capita
Operating Expense per Pass Trip
Operating Expense per Pass Mile
Operating Expense per Rev Mile
Operating Expense per Rev Hour
Local Funding per Capita
Farebox Recovery (%)
Revenue Miles per Vehicle Mile
Revenue Miles per Total Vehicles
Revenue Hours per Employee FTE
Passenger Trips per Empl FTE
Average Fare
Average Passenger Trip Length

The regional trend analysis results for the following selected indicators are presented on the following
page.
•
•
•
•

Annual passenger trips
Annual revenue miles
Average fare
Operating expense per capita

Profiles for the remaining indicators are provided in Appendix B. A summary of the trend analysis results
for the Tampa Bay region is presented in Table 3‐2 and take‐aways from this exercise are provided
following the table.
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Table 3‐3: Tampa Bay Region Fixed Route Trend Summary
Indicator/
Measure

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

% Change
(2014‐2018)

Status

Desired
Trend

General Indicators
Service Area
Population

2,611,827

2,705,965

2,774,985

2,828,552

2,895,467

11%



N/A

Employees (FTEs)

1,296

1,300

1,358

1,406

1,501

16%



N/A

Passenger Trips

32,392,774

32,591,780

29,559,729

27,712,076

25,643,165

‐21%





Passenger Miles

159,629,582

162,683,924

148,604,242

130,477,048

122,600,209

‐23%





Vehicle Miles

22,477,261

22,677,366

22,976,496

22,248,058

22,167,934

‐1%



N/A

Revenue Miles
Revenue Hours

20,056,060
1,437,099

20,441,243
1,465,877

20,787,954
1,485,325

20,588,299
1,473,513

20,077,793
1,506,905

0%
5%

‐‐


N/A
N/A

Total Operating
Expense1

134,037,201

137,658,620

140,407,953

151,534,652

147,588,872

10%



N/A

Vehicles Available
in Max. Service

510

524

502

494

483

‐5%



N/A

Effectiveness Measures
Passenger Trips
per Capita

12

12

11

10

9

‐29%





Passenger Trips
per Revenue Mi

2

2

1

1

1

‐21%





Passenger Trips
per Revenue Hr

23

22

20

18

17

‐25%





Revenue Miles
between Failures

3,992

4,065

5,149

5,839

6,224

56%





Vehicle Miles per
Capita

9

8

8

8

8

‐11%
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Table 3‐3: Tampa Bay Region Fixed Route Trend Summary (Continued)
Indicator/
Measure

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

% Change
(2014‐2018)

Status

Desired
Trend

Efficiency Measures
Average Passenger
Trip Length

4.9

5.0

5.0

4.7

4.8

‐3%





Local Funding per
Capita

$29.98

$29.56

$33.36

$35.05

$35.52

18%





Operating Exp. per
Passenger Trip

4

4

5

6

6

39%





Operating Exp. per
Revenue Mi1

7

7

7

7

7

10%





93

94

95

103

98

5%





25,003

25,065

21,763

19,712

17,082

‐32%





Farebox Recovery
(%)

24%

22%

20%

17%

18%

‐26%





Revenue Miles per
Vehicle Mi

0.9

0.9

0.9

0.9

0.9

2%





Revenue Miles per
Total Vehicles

39,326

39,010

41,410

41,677

41,569

6%





Revenue Hrs per
Employee FTE

1,109

1,127

1,094

1,048

1,004

‐10%





Operating Exp. per
Revenue Hour1
Passenger Trips
per Employee FTE

Source: NTD data from FTIS and individual transit agencies.
1Operating Expenses are inclusive of Preventive Maintenance costs.
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Trend Analysis Observations
Service Consumption and Supply
Although the region continued to grow during the last five years, service consumption (passenger trips
and passenger miles) did not keep pace. This is not necessarily because the quality or quantity of transit
services have declined, but that other options have dramatically improved. Transportation Network
Companies (TNCs) such as Uber and Lyft have grown increasingly prevalent and offer an affordable
(though still more expensive than most transit trips) and convenient service. The economy is robust,
unemployment is down, telecommuting continues to be popular, and communications technologies are
better and better. Nevertheless, the transit agencies in Tampa Bay, similar to those around the state and
country, have experienced more than a 20% decrease in service consumption over the five‐year period.
This rate of decline was about 5% higher than the average for all fixed‐route passenger trips in Florida.
Operating Expenses, Local Funding, and Fares
Rising operating expenses over the five‐year period combined with a decline in passenger trips has
resulted in declining service efficiency in the region. When adjusted for inflation, operating expense per
capita decreased by 6%, whereas operating expense per passenger trip increased by 31%. However,
operating expense per revenue mile increased by 4% (10% when not accounting for inflation) and
operating expense per revenue hour declined by 1%.
The region’s farebox recovery ratio experienced a decline over the five‐year period (‐27.0%) and in 2017,
at 16.8%, was less than the average farebox recovery ratio for Florida (21.7%). In 2018, the average fare
for the region of $1.00 nearly reached the 2013 rate but remains lower than the state average ($1.03),
which increased by 5% from 2013 to 2017. Overall, local funding contributions increased by 31% during
the period to reach a five‐year high of over $100 million while local funding per capita increased by 18%.
Service Reliability
Although vehicles available for maximum service declined slightly in the last five years, it is notable that
revenue miles between service failures increase steadily (56%) during the period, from about 4,000
miles to more than 6,200 miles. Most notably, PSTA had a substantial increase in revenue miles between
failures that may warrant further study to see how that agency’s best practices may be shared and
applied around the region.

Summary of Regional Performance
Service Performance
Overall, the fixed‐route analysis indicates that service performance in the Tampa Bay region was similar
to that seen across the nation. This period has been marked by a better economy recovering from the
Great Recession and a rise in ride‐hailing services (i.e., Uber and Lyft), bikeshare programs, and other
mobility services.
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These new mobility options have prompted transit agencies in the region to diversify their services and
establish new, more flexible modes and partnerships to retain ridership. This shift to provide more
mobility options may account for the smaller fixed‐route service increases in the region. Trends suggest
that the decrease in service consumption is leveling off, and some measures improved slightly for first
time in FY 2018.
Non‐Revenue Hours and Miles
The region may not have increased fixed‐route service much in the last five years, but it did improve
efficiency by reducing non‐revenue (or deadhead) miles and hours. The region decreased non‐revenue
hours and miles by more than 1% during the five‐year period, indicating an awareness and
resourcefulness among the transit agencies to maximize service supply.
Passenger Trips per Revenue Hour
The region falls below the state average for passenger trips per revenue hour and falls below some less
dense areas of the state. This is indicative of a “coverage” approach to transit service rather than a
“frequency” approach. In a coverage model, transit service is offered over a wide geographic area but
usually at the expense of frequency. In a frequency model, service is limited to a core urban area;
however, there are typically more buses per hour. A blend of frequent and coverage services may help
the region improve effectiveness of its fixed‐route services.
Average Fare and Farebox Recovery
The region’s cash and pass fare amounts are among the highest in the state, yet the average fare ($1.00)
and farebox recovery ratio (17.4%) are lower than both more‐populated and less‐populated urban areas
in Florida. For example, Broward County Transit (BCT) cash fares and pass fares are similar to those for
PSTA and HART, but BCT’s average fare is higher ($1.12 in 2017) and the FY 2017 farebox recovery ratio
(28.2%) is nearly 10% higher. Full‐price cash fares in the Tampa Bay Region range from $1.25 in
Hernando County (THEBus) to $2.25 at PSTA. In FY 2017, the average fare for fixed‐route service in
Florida was $1.08, and the farebox recovery ratio was 20.5%. Local contributions have likely increased to
cover increases in operating expenses, but strategies to increase average fares and farebox recovery
should also be considered.
Revenue Miles between Failures
The number of revenue miles between failures has increased every year since 2014. The region exceeds
the state average of 4,225 revenue miles between failures. PSTA and PCPT are standouts in the region,
but, overall, all five transit agencies are near the state average in maintaining their bus fleets to ensure
service reliability. This also may correlate with the decreases in non‐revenue miles and hours and
greater attention to maximizing service delivery.

Opportunities for the Tampa Bay Region
Overall, the region’s five transit agencies are delivering effective and efficient transit services and
performance, as would be expected in a major urban area that is growing. Declining performance in
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many areas can be traced back to ridership, which has been in decline. However, as the region continues
to grow, all transit agencies, especially the smaller agencies, will be focused on expansion. Area service
providers are exploring new technology, partnerships, and new modes of service. Resources will likely
remain limited while auto‐oriented land use patterns remain. Transit‐oriented development, although
successful in other parts of the country, especially around premium transit services, is by and large
something most transit agencies do not currently have the resources to guide and promote. New
mobility services will continue to present new challenges and opportunities for transit in the region, but
many agencies still lack the resources or expertise to develop partnerships for new service delivery
models. Moving forward, improvements in technology, data analytics, and premium services will likely
play a significant role for the region and its transit agencies.
Technology and Fare Payment
Customer perception of seamless regional service may be enhanced by creating a regional fare structure
that is supported by mobile fare technology. However, access to a mobile fare payment system alone
may postpone or eliminate the need to create one fare. Traveler data from the mobile fare payment
system will help identify areas for improvement.
Data Collection, Tracking, and Monitoring
This analysis revealed gaps in information that could be remedied by developing strategies to improve
procedures for collecting, tracking, measuring, and monitoring data. Agencies generally do not have the
resources to monitor data closely or fund a performance analyst. Improvements in data collection
processes and tools to measure and visualize data more readily will help the region and its transit
agencies begin to unify its services for seamless delivery.
Frequent Core Services and Flexible Transit Services
This analysis focused on NTD information for fixed‐route services; most of the region’s transit agencies
provide only fixed‐route bus service and required complementary paratransit service (demand‐
response). The region’s larger agencies offer more diverse services (i.e., regional express, limited stop,
flex, and connectors) that could be analyzed to better inform the goals and objectives of new service
modes and programs. Diversifying services could free up vehicles and resources to offer new regional
connections that help the region unify services, improve access, and leverage resources to achieve
greater efficiencies. Again, data is an integral component and the first step to diversifying services.
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Appendix A: Peer Regional Agency Selection Process
The Florida Transit Information System (FTIS) was used to scan National Transit Database (NTD)
information to identify 50 transit agencies serving various mid‐to‐large size regions (by population)
throughout the United States, which include:
1. Atlanta Regional Transit Link Authority, Atlanta, GA
2. Bi‐State Development Agency of the Missouri‐Illinois Metropolitan District (St. Louis Metro), St.
Louis, MO
3. Capital Area Metropolitan Planning Organization, Raleigh, NC
4. Central Florida Regional Transportation Authority (LYNX), Orlando, FL
5. Central Ohio Transit Authority (COTA), Columbus, OH
6. Central Puget Sound Regional Transit Authority (Sound Transit), Seattle, WA
7. Chicago Regional Transit Authority (RTA), Chicago, IL
8. Denver Regional Council of Governments, Denver, CO
9. Denver Regional Transportation District, Denver, CO
10. Greater Cleveland Regional Transit Authority (GCRTA), Cleveland, OH
11. Hampton Roads Transportation Planning Organization, Hampton Roads, VA
12. Indianapolis and Marion County Public Transportation, Indianapolis, IN
13. Jacksonville Transportation Authority, Jacksonville, FL
14. KCATA/ Mid‐America Regional Council (MARC), Kansas City, MO and KA
15. Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority dba: Metro (LACMTA), Los Angeles,
CA
16. Maryland Transit Administration, Baltimore, MD
17. Metro, Portland, OR
18. MetroPlan Orlando, Orlando, FL
19. Metropolitan Council, St. Paul and Minneapolis, MN
20. Metropolitan Transit Authority of Harris County, Houston, TX
21. Metropolitan Transportation Commission, San Francisco, CA
22. Mid‐Ohio Regional Planning Council, Columbus, OH
23. Nashville Area MPO, Nashville, TN
24. National Capital Region Transportation Planning Board, Washington, DC
25. New Orleans Regional Transit Authority, New Orleans, LA
26. North Central Texas Council of Governments, Arlington, TX
27. North County Transit District, Oceanside, CA
28. North Front Range Metropolitan Planning Organization, Ft. Collins, CO
29. Omnitrans, San Bernardino, CA
30. Pima County Regional Transportation Authority, Tucson, AZ
31. Port Authority of Allegheny County, Pittsburgh, PA
32. Regional Planning Commission of Greater Birmingham, Birmingham, AL
33. Regional Public Transportation Authority (RPTA) and Valley Metro, Phoenix, AZ
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34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.

Regional Transportation Commission (RTC) of Southern Nevada, Los Vegas, NV
Research Triangle Regional Public Transportation Authority, Raleigh, NC
Rhode Island Public Transit Authority, Providence, RI
Sacramento Regional Transit District, Sacramento, CA
San Diego Association of Governments (SANDAG), San Diego, CA
Santa Clara Valley Transit Authority, San Jose, CA
South Florida Regional Transit Authority (Tri‐Rail), Pompano Beach, FL
Southeast Michigan Council of Governments, Detroit, MI
Southeastern Pennsylvania Transportation Authority, Philadelphia, PA
Southwest Ohio Regional Transit Authority (SORTA), Cincinnati, OH
Southwestern Pennsylvania Commission, Pittsburgh, PA
Transportation District Commission of Hampton Roads, Hampton Roads, VA
Tri‐County Metropolitan Transportation District of Oregon (TriMet), Portland, OR
Utah Transit Authority (UTA), Wasatch Front Regional Council, Salt Lake City, UT
VIA, San Antonio, TX
Virginia Department of Rail and Public Transportation (DRPT), Richmond, VA
WeGo Public Transit/Middle Tennessee Regional Transportation Authority (RTA) and Nashville
MTA, Nashville, TN

These 50 transit authorities or agencies were then reduced to 20 based on their organizational
structure, operating roles, general regional characteristics (i.e., population and growth rates), and their
function in advancing transit initiatives.
The next step involved a qualitative screening of the 20 potential peer regions using 6 focus areas
developed from TBARTA’s Guiding Principles and the 2018‐2019 Agency Action Plan, both adopted on
January 26, 2018, which include:







Regional Coordination
Policy and Governance
Funding
System Planning
Operations
Florida Context

Of the 20 agencies/authorities, 5 were identified that most aligned with the focus areas and reflected a
similar progressive understanding of the relationship between transportation investment, economic
development and quality of life. A sixth was also included to provide Florida context by operating under
similar statutory requirements. Table A‐1 summarizes the qualitative analysis completed for the 20
agencies and the 6 peer regional agencies selected for further review and analysis.
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Table A‐1: Peer Regional Agency Selection Analysis
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Table A‐1: Peer Regional Agency Selection Analysis (Cont’d)
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